Inspect your tires for damages regularly. Remove puncturing objects and immediately drive the vehicle so Ride-On can effectively seal the puncture. Even though Ride-On ensures a permanent repair, it is recommended to always have a specialist check the tire to determine whether additional repairs are necessary.

**IMPORTANT**

**Ride-On** offers a variety of formulas for government and military. Efficiency is 85-95% for indicated puncture size, Ride-On may seal larger leaks.

**Car Formula** – for cars, SUV’s and vans that reach speeds up to 250 km/h. Effectively balances tires and seals punctures of 6.4 millimeters in diameter.

**Motorcycle Formula** – for all types of motorcycles. Seals punctures of 6.4 millimeters in diameter and balances tires up to 300 km/h.

**Military Grade Sealant (MGS)** – For light and heavy vehicles that drive at speeds up to 85 km/h. It seals punctures of 12.5 millimeters and has balancing abilities. This helps reduce vibrations in steering wheel and tires, for better drivability.

**Military Grade Sealant Extreme (MGSE)** – For off-road military equipment and vehicles that drive at speeds up to 50 km/h. This formula seals punctures of 20 millimeters in diameter, and offers the best sealing and cooling in the most extreme situations and conditions.

**SAFER ON THE ROAD WITH RIDE-ON**

✓ Prevents tire breakdowns in dangerous areas or emergency situations
✓ Helps tires withstand rough terrain
✓ Reliable safeguard for your tires and mobility
✓ Cools tires in hot environments and extreme conditions to prevent blowouts
✓ Protects tires and rims against rust and corrosion
✓ Lasts the entire lifespan of tires
✓ Tires are balanced for a safe and comfortable drive

**ARMOR FOR THE ROAD**

**BULLETPROOF PROTECTION**

**Ride-On® Tire Protection**

info@ride-on.eu
www.ride-on.eu
shop.ride-on.com/en

**ANTI-LEAK TIRE SEALANT**
Ride-On Tire Protection is an innovative gel that has been specially formulated to seal punctures, prevent leaks, balance tires, and extend tire life. It was designed to seal most slow leaks and punctures (efficiency of 85-95%) in the crown area of a tire caused by nails, screws, thorns, road debris, and other perforating objects.

Ride-On also helps tires maintain their pressures and run cooler, which can increase tire life by up to 25% or more. A vehicle equipped with Ride-On will benefit from better handling, better fuel economy, longer lasting tires, and most importantly, a safer ride.

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**

Ride-On creates a coating that seals the tire tread on the inside of the tire, and reduces porosity by 500%. This helps to keep tire pressure optimal and lowers the temperature inside the tire, resulting in reduced tire wear and increased tire lifespan by 25% on average.

Ride-On contains aramid fibers (Twaron™) which are 6 times stronger than steel. These fibers seal punctures permanently and within seconds, without noticeable pressure loss. The risk of a flat tire or blowout is significantly reduced.

Ride-On also hydrodynamically balances the tire/rim combination, for optimal rolling resistance, more driving comfort and a reduced fuel consumption.

Discover powerful tire protection against flats and blowouts and a balancing agent in one formula. Roads can be full of dangers for vehicles that drive emergency lanes at high speeds. Road debris can easily cause a flat tire, with all the dangers and consequences that entails. When time is of the essence, the last thing you need are tire breakdowns.

Ride-On offers tire sealant formulas specially developed for cars and vans that drive at speeds up to 250 km/h, as well as motorcycles that reach speeds up to 300 km/h.

**Especially suitable for:**
- Police
- Ambulance
- Fire Department
- SWAT teams

With Ride-On, you're always one step ahead of tire problems. Enjoy a smooth and safe ride with:

**Protection and safety:** the special anti-leak formula prevents flat tires and blowouts.

**Comfort:** tires are balanced continuously and maintain their set-point pressure, for better drivability and reduced vibrations and road noise.

**Sustainability:** Ride-On reduces carbon footprint.

In war situations, being able to move is essential. You need to be able to rely on your vehicle to quickly move out of - and into - the fray, as well as navigate treacherous and rough terrains. Tire breakdowns are the last thing you need in these circumstances.

This version of Ride-On has been specifically formulated for military vehicles that need to perform under extreme and demanding circumstances. It has much stronger sealing qualities and can even withstand perforations by bullets.

This sealant comes in two varieties:
- **Military Grade Sealant** - fast-moving vehicles
- **Military Grade Sealant Extreme** - off-road vehicles

Go Green! Ride-On reduces Carbon Footprint